Purging Our JoS From Internet History
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Mon Dec 10, 2018 2:37 pm
You do not need to have full blown Communism in order to destroy history, erase it, or pervert it.
You can just have a few edgy jews, some universal rights, and a lot of shekels, and combine the
three in order to generate what is effectively the same effect as Communism, of attempting to
take down your enemies from even existing in history.
The chosen people having a beef with you or your beliefs for calling them out over what is,
effectively, literally their racial agenda for centuries, admitted by their own wise, sages,
scientists, philosophers, and very horse-mouth - that is enough. You have earned your place in
history as a Holocaust Master and planner of the 60 gorillion jews.
The Joy of Satan pages and all sorts of materials, have been recently removed from the Internet
Archive which is essentially an organization devoted to keep the 'history' of the internet and
keeping things up there for proof after they are gone.
Of course, whatever aspects of said history one disagrees with, they pervert, or throw on the
trash can. This is why endless Mp3's and PDF's that were there from the library, were just
ousted a week ago from these people who have the 'preservation of internet history as their
value'. We have already restored all of these, up to 99% of these. Of course our mainstream
websites were never part of Internet's history, either.
Sort of like Satan and everything else was forcibly removed from the history of the world, and
how jewish terrorists in the Middle east are being paid to blow temples to bits. It never existed if
you blow it up or make it disappear. What happens in the USSR, stays in the USSR.
"History is great and everything but only when you agree with it", should be the motto of the
jewish people who run this world and try to castrate all flow of information in what appears to be
a futile war of paranoia. Many of these were also Hitler's speeches that were removed. As to
what is so bad about these speeches one can figure out on their own. All of these are restored
in the library and in other places.
It makes you wonder why all these things are also in many places made illegal to sell in a book
form, unless, certified by Dr Shekelsteinberg is a stamp on them. Not to state the obvious again
as to how or why, let's pretend Dr Cohen Shekelsteinberg is just a scientist with a vision to
remove 'misinformation', in this hypothetical example.
"Democracy" is as good in the freedom of opinion as the amount of reports NPC's and bots give
endless reports to something they do not like. Some definitely not-jewish organizations like the
innocent ADL is very aware of this reality as well as such it runs some ten or twenty foot stories
of hackers, social engineers, and professional 'reporters'.
Makes you wonder if they purge the internet like that wherever they can get their hands on,
what kind of purge they will attempt when they will have their hands on people physically or
materially in the form of their "World Government". Probably it will be a figment of Orwell's most
gloomy dreams and imagination.

Orwell's nightmares will be summer vacation if the enemy takes power on this world in what
appears to be the future of it. Be notified and fight now that we are able to fight and win this war
of information.

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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Re: Purging Our JoS From Internet History
Postby HP Mageson666 » Mon Dec 10, 2018 2:44 pm
That's the thing with the worthless jooz they try and shut us down all the time then pretend we
don't matter in public while they piss their paints.
The Jews fear the JoS

Re: Purging Our JoS From Internet History
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Tue Dec 11, 2018 1:56 am
EasternFireLion666 wrote:The mess we are in is more because of the so called normies or
npcs than jws. The jws sell poison but we are not bound to buy it.
"Who's more foolish the fool or the fool who follows him" - some random old fossil

That is for sure, but these fools deserve no more attention now than their head controller and
enemy. I personally don't care about the mercy part of it as simply they want to kill us and stone
us in public, if only they were told, or otherwise. It doesn't appear in the present any form of
compassion is mutual.
Not all fools help the enemy equally. Some guys hardly do. Others on the other hand...
From a higher perspective they maybe deserve a chance and this is why we are doing what we
are, but from the literal one of "WELCOME TO REALITY" many xians out there would take out

necks for 5 bucks, or for free to be the good goy of the village.
However the kikes needs to be dealt with above all.
These types of guys their hoards are so useless that they actually fuel the largest crimes and by
logical standards cannot even really be held liable for them. They're too useless to even be held
liable of anything, but their mass is enough to ruin a planet. The irony of the 'mass'.
For reasons explained in my previous post, be just with these so called 'people'. Emotional and
highly mental as they are presented by some, they always do all the retarded things, in the
billions, which directly fuel the jewish agenda. Them poor bebes aren't gonna be attacked by us,
but them poor bebes are literally ripping the planet down by their ignorance. But them poor
bebe's aren't responsible at the same time by logical standards.
Doing like the biggest stupid shit humanly possible, against the interests of all humanity, but
also, having no responsibility for it. The epitome of being a stupid goy. The master always gets
the blame. Another comfy choice of why all these billions of goyim are goyiming.
So let them get ruined on their own and just focus on the master instead, as with them, there is
no end or logic literally.
Due to our efforts their "dumb" category is being slowly replaced by people who know more
things, and many people are becoming actively more aware of things. But weren't it for our
efforts we would be still in the middle ages.
We will help them out and they will be made into something better, with information and
otherwise. There is a lot of progress, and patience is the key here.
They should be in their knees thanking that someone is doing what we are doing, while they
procure social problems passively that will be life threatening for everyone.

https://josmarket.org - Open again - New Update Up.
More will follow soon.
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Re: Purging Our JoS From Internet History
Postby HP Mageson666 » Tue Dec 11, 2018 4:36 am
Many people have wanted to come to Satan for along time but the ones brave enough to go
beyond the conditioning have just found a freaky show that confirms to the enemy lies. Till the
JoS. This is why the worthless enemy leaves the freak show circus acts of fake Satanism alone

and promotes them but goes after us.
I remember in my own experience when I started to search for Satan all I found was the
mainstream circus. I was able to find the JoS by Satan's direction and Satan confirmed to me
this was His organization.
That is why...…….The Jews fear the JoS.
Also I will tell you all who might not know. If you had of asked me in 2004 if by 2018 the jooz
world empire would be flat on his face I would have never believed such but now it is. That is
the difference Spiritual Satanism has made.

